
Shire of Bridgetown-Greenbushes 
Pulled Items - 30 September 2021 

(Where more than one Councillor has pulled an Item, their comments/alternative motions appear in the order in which they were received.) 

Item No. Report Pulled By Page No. Reason Alternative Motion (if required) * 

C.04/0921 Rolling Action Sheet CEO 7 For discussion Nil  

C.06/0921 

Budget Amendment 
– Acceptance of 
Grant Funding and 
Allocation of 
Matched Funding – 
Winnejup Road 

CEO 11 Absolute Majority required Nil  

C.07/0921 

Proposed New Local 
Planning Policy – 
Exemptions from 
Development 
Approval 

Cr Quinby 14 

The building envelope requirement is 
historically inconsistent – I am aware 
of residents who have had to apply for 
(and pay for) building envelope 
changes to accommodate water tanks 
that were legitimately installed outside 
of the envelope before they could 
apply for an additional tank. In 
addition the building envelope was in 
many cases not established with the 
view that it needed to accommodate 
water tanks – in some cases the only 
space in the envelope is uphill from 
the buildings and unsuitable to locate 
a tank. 

Officer recommendation with the addition of the 
following: 
 
Subject to the policy being modified to  

 Remove paragraph 3.3 clause (b);  

 From clause (c), remove the words “In the 
case where a building  envelope does not 
apply” and  renumber this clause (b). 

 

C.08/0921 
Aquatics Complex 
Season 

Cr Nicholas 18 
This recommendation limits the 
possible options that may arise from 
any community consultation planned. 

1. Remain unchanged. 

2. Direct the CEO to assess other feedback 
received from the survey respondents and 
report back to Council no later than February 
2022 on options to change the 2022/23 aquatic 
complex season to extend the seasonal dates 
including estimated costs. At such time as 
receiving that report Council is to determine the 
community engagement and consultation 
process to allow community input into such a 
decision. 

 


